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SIGNALLING RECORD SOCIETY (VICTORIA)
SOMERSAULT
January/March 1981. Vol 4. No 1.
Published by S.R.S.V. Publications and Archives Committee.
Editor: David Langley, Crichton Street, Avenel, Vic., 3664.
Articles may be reprinted without prior permission but
acknowledgement is required.
Dead line for May 1981 issue is April 12th, 1981.
NEXT MEETING: March 20th, 1981.
VENUE: Power Signalling Schoo·l, Caulfield.
Minutes of January 1981 General Meeting
PRESENT: J.McLean (Leader), J.Brough (Minutes Secretary), R.Jeffries,

A.Jungwirth, K .Lambert, B .liicCurry, C .Rutledge, J .Sinnatt and
R.,ieiss. A welcome was _extended to visitor Murray Spencer.
New !liember: The society welcomes Chris 'i/urr, Engineman at Ararat.
MINU-rES OF PREVIOUS MEETING: The minutes of the November meeting, not
having been published, were read and confirmed. (Weiss/Lambert)
BUSINESS ARISING: Alan Jungwirth reported that no further -progress had
been made by the VR Signal.School sub-coII1mittee.
· CORaESPONDENCE: 1. Letter received from Wilfrid Brook (our Canadian member)
and was Jilostly about train orders - tabled.
2. Letter from Tim Guest (Secretary SRSUK) stating that they would not
charge us for membershi-p of SRSUK but would send us one airmail copy of
their Newsletter with permission to produce our own copies, provided we
send them one airmail copy of Somersault with permission to use contents.
(This exc·ellent suggestion was agreed to by the meeting and added that the
SRSUK retain the money that we have already paid).
Correspondence received - Jungwirth/Jeffries.
TREASUBERS REPORT. The treasurer ( Jack I11cLean) submitted the financial
report (published herein) showing that at January 1st, 1981, the SRSV
had $39J3.00 in the bank with perhaps nine more subscriptions to come.
A Budget for 1981 was also presented and the treasurer commented thus:
1. We have $393.00.
2. Debit $40.00 to SRSNSW for 1980 reprinting costs.
3. Future expenses: Somersault mailout (six issues)
$35.00
UK Newsletter to SRSV members (six ~ssues) $30.00
Airmail Somersault to England (six issues) $ 1.00
$120.00
Printing costs (paid to SRSNSW)
$192 .oo
Total
If all proceeds as expected, we can therefore go through 1981 with perhaps
$160 to a.pare.
GENERAL BUSINESS: 1. Notice of Motion. Owing to the absence of Alan Jungwirth and Keith Lambert (overseas) in May 1981, Alan intends to move at the
l\'larch meeting that the Niay meeting be held on the 4th Friday in that month.
2. SRSUK Newsletter. John Sinnatt•s complaint that he had not received any
Newsletters for some time was referred to the Distribution Officer - David
Langley. It. appears that no Newsletters for 1980 will be distributed until
the 1981 address list: has been completed.
3. A $20 donation is to be sent to the A.R.H.S. (Vic. Div.) for their kindness in allowing us continued use of their Library Room for our meetings.
.
(Sinnatt/Weiss)
4. Suggestion that we should visit Seymour sometime and inspect Archives. 5. The leader mentioned our country members particul~rly Greg O' Flynn in
Warrnambool and Graeme Reynolds in Ballarat, both of whom he had visited
recently. If members are visiting these places, why not call in and say
hello.

REPORTS AND QUESTIONS: 1. Jack McLean reported on his journeys on what he
believed was the fifth train on the City Loop. The comparative quietness
was noticeable.
2. Jack also mentioned a phone call from Des.. Jowett, who had found that a
Saxby and Farmer 12 lever interlocking frame which had been on show at the
Interco.lonial Exhibition, had been sold to the VR. Previously it had been
thought that the Saxby and Farmer interlocking at St Kilda Station had come
from Richmond Swan Street (HBR 1873), whereas it now appears that the
St Kilda Station frame came from the Exhibition and was new.
3. John Sinnatt asked if that departure signals from stations on the City
Loop stayed at stop until a train had had time to stop at the station,
ensuring that a stop at a station was not ignored.
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Jack hlcLean remarked that he had noticed these indications but had not
'
known why.
MEETING CLOSED: at 2100 hrs when informal discussion continued until about
2200 hrs.
NEXT MEETING: It should be especially noticed that there is a change in
venue for our next meeting only. It will now be held at the Power Signalling
School at Caulfield in order that members will be able to inspect this
important stage in the training of the, apprentice Signal Maintenance Techs.
The date of the meeting is unchanged as the 3rd Friday of the month which
is the 20th March.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Balance as at 1/1/1980

Secretary
Treasurer
total

$31.58
. $72.~J

$104. 1

balance brought forward
Subscriptions 1980
'Subscriptions 1981
Bank Interest
Bo.Ok Club Receipts
Bus Trip Revenue
total

Receipts:

Expenditure:

-

as at 1/1/1981.

SRS (NSW) printing cost.a
for UK Newsletter,
Editor
Book Club Expenditure
Subscriptions - UK
.ARHS (Vic Div) - donation
Bus Trip Expenses
sub-total
Balance of A/Cat 1/1/1981
total

$104.51
$293.00
$160.00
$ 10.46
$155.20
$ 30.00

$753.17

40.00
$ 40.00
$176.60
$ 67.18
$ 20.62
$ 15.00

$

$359.40
$393.77

$753.17
J. McLean,
Treasurer.
16/1/1981.

Minutes of November 1980 General Meeting
HELD AT: A.R.H.S. Library Room, Windsor, on Friday 21st November, 1980.
The meeting commenced at 2020 hrs.
PRESENT: J.M.cLean (Leader), .J.Brough (Minutes Secretary), D.Langley (Archivist. and Editor), G.Inglis, K.Lambert 1 J.McCallum, B.McCurry, C.Rutledge,
J.Sinnatt, P.Stoneham and A.WheatJLand \and possibly others who didn't sign
the book. - you need to sign the book you know buddy).
A we1come was extended to Michael Stoneham. Sons of members are especially
welcome unless they are in India. A written apology was received from
Al.an Jungwirth.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING: confirmed as read. (Inglis/Langley)
BUSINESS ARISING: There was no business arising.
CORRESPONDENCE: 1. A Christmas eard was received from Wilfrid Brook our
Canadian member.
2. A letter was sent to. the ARHS Hon. Sec. requesting our continued use of
their Library Room for our meetings on the 3rd Friday of the odd months
during 1981. A cheque was also sent to the ARHS as a donation for 1980.
3. Whilst not actual correspondence for this meeting, the following is a
referenc:e to previous correspondence on this subject. ARHS use of VR Mechanical Signalling School at Newport. The VR has agreed to the ARHS Museum
sub-committee having such use and the ARHS has requested the SRSV to provide
expert advice and staffing of demonstrations. Alan Jungwirth has been
appointed as SRSV Museum subcommittee to liaise with the ARHS and keep our
members advised of general progress.

.
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GENERAL BUSINESS: The society congratu tee Graeme Inglis on his receipt
of a Life Govern rship of the Royal Victorian Institute for Blind after
eight years of teaching blinds boys to run a model railway.
2. Robert •,'i eiss has indicated that he is now available for appointment as
Treasurer, and Graeme Inglis has indicated that he is willing to become
Secretary. This would seem to indicate that committee meetings would ta.1ce
place seven Fridays out of eight.
3. A successful signalbox crawl was held on Show Day 1980 and a report will
be published when somebody writes one. Members are invited to ma.1ce suggestions for Show Day 1981.
4. David Langley drew attention to the fact that Somers~ult is now printed
on A4 size paper by the offset process. The meeting expressed their appreciation for his good work. A proposal has been put forward for printing
reductions of old signalling diagrams for a nominal sum to cover costs.
5. John Sinnatt drew attention to the fact that his Lever Locking and Track
Control article was written in 1964 and, geographically anyway, is no longer
up to date. A table setting out-the establishment and abolition of the
various sections was included. (Editors Note: I have never claimed that the
arti.cles being reproduced were in fact current, they being reprints from
the Australian Railway Enthusiast and were written during the early 1960 1 s.
They are being reprinted here because I feel that the information contained
therein is still· beneficial to the newer signalling enthusiast who wishes
to gain an understanding of past and present systems of Victorian practice.)
·,Discussion then took place on the terms CTC (Centralised Traffic Control),
ATC (Automatic & Track Control) and the signalling rules for the Underground.
WE~TING CLOSED: at 2055 hrs but discussion continued until the signalbox
(or the lights anyway) switched out ay 2215 hrs.
--oOo-Society News
Renewals are coming in at a steady rate and members are thanked for
their effort in this regard for the dealing with subs. is a tedious task
and the Secretar-~ is always glad to see the end of it each year. The following members are shown as having renewed and if you do not appear on the
list and feel that you should, please contact the secretary c/o Jack :McLean
60 Kenmare Street, Box Hill Nth. 3129.
Jack McLean, Stephen McLean, Adrian Ponton, David Langley, John Sinnatt,
Roger Jeffries, Brian Coleman, Jim Brough, Bruce McCurry, Bill Mercer,
Alan Jungwirth, Colin Rutledge, John Mccallum, Alan Cohn, Graeme Reynolds,
Keith Lamb'ert, Graeme Inglis, Peter Stoneham, Chris 'Nurr, Andrew Wheatland,
Robert Weiss, Mick Guiney, Rod Smith, Alan McKenna, Wilfrid Brook, Darryl
Gregory, Norm de Pomeroy.
Members who receive the UK Newsletter will have noticed a delay in
t·he distri.bution o-f these and it is due to the lack of accurate subscribers
list. With the 1981 list almost completel an initial mailout has been done
with UK members rec.eiving a September 19ti0 and a January 1981 issue. Some
members received a July 1980 issue at a meeting of the SRSV whilst the Jan.,
March and M~ 1980 issues were mailed direct from England. The November
1980 issue has not been sighted and I have written to the SRSNSW regarding
that issue. After receiving the September 1980 and January 1981 issues any
member feels that he is missing any copies (except the November 1980 one)
please let me know and the position will be rectified.
The non-issue of the January eopy of Somersault was due almost
entirely to. the fact that I had nothing to publish in it. This situation
may reoc:cur again soon if the stock of articles is not built up. I m11ist
publically thank Jack McLean for his efforts in this regard but surely he
not, the only one amongst the membership c·apable of writing an article. I'm
sure he would be only too willing to provide some information for anyone
/\else who, was prepared to write for Somersault. This issue sees a new
on the article credits - Graeme Reynolds - who together with Don Martin,
a NSW member, wrote the article on Winter's Block, thankyou gentlemen.
The reprinting of articles of signalling interest has enabled me
to present some depth to the issues and the series on Victorian Single Line
safeworking systems is no exception. Written by one of our foundation members
- John Sinnatt - this series I feel is invaluable in giving the new-comers
to the bobby an insight into the various systems both previously and currently in use. The original articles were published -in the Australian Railws:y Enthusiast, the magazine published by the Association of Railway Enthusiasts here in Victoria,during the early 1960' s. With suitable re-wri t.ing
this se:rr±.es would become a valuable contribution, if in booklet form, to the
(continued on Page 12)
signalling enthusiasts library.
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SI.GNAI.LING ALTERATIONS
EP80M. Plashing lights were provided at aoper Street (104 LlP
16/10/1980
+ 1533m) and Howard Street ( 105 bTP + 830m). A staff/annett
key exchanger was provided to switch the flashing lights to
manual operation when the siding was being shunted. After
shunting has finished, the train must stand on the upside of
the points whilst the staff is recov.ered and. then depart in
the up direction within four minutes. A notice board lettered:
"AFTER SHlrnTurn TRAINS MUST NOT DEPART IN DOWN DIRECTION" was
provided.
CANTERBURY;_LABURNUM. Signalling diagram No 41/80 was issued
19/1.0/1.980
and diagram No 18/78 cancelled. Revised signalling for
improved headway between Box Hill and Blackburn was provided.
Automatic signals Nos L502, L517, L528, L537, L538 and L550
were replaced by signals Noa L496, L505, L506, L513, 1523,
L526, L531, L532, L538, L539, L542 and BBN 203. The line
speed between Box Hill and Blackburn was reduced from 80 Kph
to 65 Kph.
i9/10/1980
BLACKBURN-RINGWOOD. Signalling diagram No 42/80 was issued
and diagI'am No 40/80 c·a.ncelled. Automatic signal No 1550 was
abolished and signals Nos L542 and BBN 203 provided inlieu.
Si.gnals Noa 301, 302, 303, 306, 308, 203 .and 208 were prefixed with the Blackburn designation letters - BBN.
20/10/1980
METROL. The areas of res:ponsibili ty for the Eastern and Western Lines Controllers were revised. The Eastern Lines Controller now looks after the Clifton Hill and Burnley Groups
of lines whilst the Western Lines Controller has the western
suburbs lines radiating from North Melbourne together with
the Caulfield Group of lines. There is no change to the areas
of responsibility for the Operations C.ontrollers of the
• "inner" Metropolitan areas.
20/10/1980
ARMSTRONG, DEEP LEAD & WAL WAL. On this date, these stations
were switched out as Electric Staff stations and will remain
switched out until further notice. Should it be necessary to
shunt at Armstrong,· No 3 road is unavailable for traffic.
22/10/1980
FLINDERS STREET. A guard's indicator was installed on the
platform supervisors cabin on platform 11 to repeat signal
No 951 to the guards of down St Kilda line trains.
24/10/1980
RENNIE. Large pattern staff locks were provided at both ends .
of the goods siding replacing the Hand Locking Bars.
SPENCER STREET No 2 BOX. Signal No 545 was relocated to the
25/10/1980
left hand side of the track.
SHEPPARTON. Flashing lights were provided at Gra.ha.mvale Road
30/10/1980
level crossing (115 :MP + 15m) and are automatic in operation
for up and down,Numurka.h and Kata.matite line trains.
YALLOURN. Provided trains are not crossing, the guards of all
WN46/1980
trains will be responsible for the safeworking at Yallourn.
RINGWOOD. The provision of stabling facilities has necessitated
WN46/1980
the realignment of the Belgrave line between 26 Km and 26.6Km.
CORIO. Until further notice, No 2 road between Noa 12 and 19
1/12/1980
points has been taken out of use to facilitate the construction
of the island platform. This is part. of the Little River to
·
Corio track duplication project.
FLINDERS STREET "E" BOX. Pilotman•s keys were provided at
16/11/1980
"E" Box to control all signals leading into the Burnley and
Caulfield Underground Loop lines.
FLINDERS STREET "A" BOX - SPENCER STREET No 2 BOX. Provision
16/11/1980
of two-way running on the Loop Viaduct lines. Control levers
have been provided at both. these boxes and the :ru.les of
Lever Locking and Track Control (with modifications) will
apply. The control levers at "A" Box are: No 128 (City Circle
Loop Viaduct line), 306 (Burnley Loop Viaduct line), 566
(Northern Loop Viaduct line) and 706 (Caulfield Loop Viaduct
line). At No 2 box the control levers are labelled: D.c.c.c. Down City Circle Control, D.B.C. - Down Burnley Control,
D.N.C. - Down Northern Control and D.c.s.c - Down Caulfield
& Sandringham Co.ntrol.

'lf'
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The details of the modifications to the :rules will be covered
by a separate article.
lliYSIA. Disestablished as an electric staff station, the
staff section becoming Korong Vale "B" - Boo rt. The signals
have been abolished and the points spiked for main line :running. The automatic electric staff working formerly in use
between Korong Vale "B" and Quambatook has been abolished and
ordinary working reverted to on the sections Korong Vale "B"
- Boort - Quambatook. A staff exchange box has been provided
at Boort and the exchange of staffs will be made by the
Engineman of each train.
FLI~IDERS ST "E" - SPENCER STREET No 2 BOXES. Hand locking
bars were provided on points Nos 255 and 687 at "E" Box, and
on Nos 201U, 603 and 604D at No 2 Box. The hand locking bars
are to be used to secure the points either normal or reverse
during emergency working according to circular A 2957/80.
STANHOPE. Flashing lights were provided at [1:idland Highway
level crossing at the up end of the station yard. The operation
for down trains is automatic but for up trains, the train
must stand on the upside of the approach section indicator
for 10 seconds to activate the flashing lights. A board
lettered: All trains must stop here for ten seconds of
flashing light operation before proceeding over level crossing" was provided. A staff/annett key exchanger was provided
to switch the operation of the lights to manual during shunting movements.
TOOW,rnA. Flashing lights have been provided at the Mooroopna
- Murchison Road level crossing at 104MP + 1121m. This is
the site of the former Railmotor Stopping Place named Hendersyde. The operation of the lights is automatic for up and
down trains.
KATUNGA. Flashing lights were provided at the Picola Road
level crossing at the down end of the station. This crossing
has seen a number of fatalities due to its proximity to a
local school.with its attendent traffic flow at about the
time the up Cobram passenger train is due. The lights are
automatic for up and down moves. A staff/annett key exchanger
has been provided to convert the operation to manual during
shunting movements.
SPENCER STREET - RICHif!OND. Signalling diagram No 35/80 has
been issued and shows the signalling arrangements on the
Burnley and Caulfield Underground Loop lines.
.MYAMYN LOOP. Opened as a staff and ticket crossing loop and
replaces Condah as such in the long section Branxholme to
Heywood. The plunger locking and signals at Condah will be
retained until further notice. The selector telephone at
Conda.h was moved to Myamyn Loop staff cabin.
STANHOPE. The CCW lever on the up end annett locked points
was converted to a WSa lever.
CAMPERDOWN. Flashing lights were provided at Darlington Road
level crossing ( 126 ~-p + 116m) on the down side of Camperdown. The operation of the lights is automatic for all trains.
ASPENDALE. Co-ordination between the Boom Barriers and the
adjacent traffic lights was brought into use. Operation of
the co-ordination will be automatic when the signalbox is
switched-out and by the boom barrier lever when switched-in.
FLHIDERS STREET. Signalling diagram No 55/80 was issued and
diagram 51/80 cancelled. The signals on Posts Nos 36, 36B,
37, 37B and 41 at "A" Box were abolished. Signals Noe 140~
142, 144, 145, 153 and 154 were provided. Signal No 149 was
relocated 53 metres in the down direction and placed on a
.
signal bridge. No 62 points and plungers 35 and 61 were
abolished. No 52 points will become a crossover. Points Noe
40, 45 and 53 were provided together.with new control levers
for Nos 1 (147) and lA (155) roads at Flinders St "A" Box.
The lead from the Caulfield Sidings through "KK" to the
Burnley Local lines will be brought into use at a later date.
ECHUCA. Flashing lights were brought into use at th~ Cornelia.
Creek Rd crossing (143 MF+ 657m) on the Toolamba l:me.
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FLD"DERS STREET "B" BOX. Points 71 were relocated in a down
direction. Catch points No .66 and disc signal No 124, Post
No 142 were relocated 20 me.tres in a down direction. Points
No 114, catch No 113 and disc signal No 110, Post 133, were
abolished.
DARTl\lOOR. Instructions have been issued for the working of
trains through the station now that it is permanently unattended •. The only time the station will require manning is
when pilot working is in force due to a lost staff.
BLACKBURN. The control panel and emergency point handle have
been relocated to the new station buildings.
NORTH GEELONG "C" BOX. Post 14 was relocated 40 metres in a
down direction. Concurrently Siding "D" was extended 500 m
in a down direction.
'MY.MIYN LOOP. A staff exchange box has been provided and will
be worked by the Engineman of specified trains.
MANGALORE-NAGAkBIE-:MURCHISON EAST-TOO:AlllBA. Composite staff
exchange boxes were provided at Nagarnbie and Murchison, and
a composite electric staff provided for the section Murchison
East - Toolamba.
SUNSHINE-ROCKBANK. Boom barriers were ~rovided at Station
Street {Deer Park) and Robinsons Road {Deer Park-Rockbank)
in addition to the existing flashing light signals. The
existing Stopping/Express push buttons for down trains at
Ardeer were extended to cover Deer Park and Deer Park West.
An additional set of Stopping/Express push buttons were provided for 1,1p trains and are interlocked with signal levers
Nos 10 and 22 on the Sunshine panel.
• FLINDERS STREET ''C" BOX. The connection from the Caulfield
sidings to the Burnley Local lines via "KK'1 was brought into
service. Points Nos 27 and 29 together with Dwarf No 33 were
provided. Signal Ll2 was converted to home signal No 289.
GEELONG. "A" BOX. Up home signal No 58 was relocated 3 metres
in the down direction and mounted on the bridge superstructure.
SALE. The City of Sale Industrial Estate Private Siding was
brought into use. The up and down end points were fitted wit,h
annett locks rodded to safety points in the siding. A staff/
·
annett key exchanger was provided in preparation for the
future flashing light inst.allation at Hickey• s Road.
SOMERVILLE. Flashing lights were provided at Bungower Road
on the down side of Somerville station. Up trains may be held
at the up home arrival signal without re-activating the
flashing lights.
FLINDERS STREET "B" BOX. Signalling diagram No 57/80 was
issued cancelling diagram No 55/80. A new connectio,n was
1
11
provided between the up and down Sandringham lines to Y' •
132
No
Post
84.
and
Discs signals were added to Posts Nos 83
was abolished and Post No llOB relocated in the down direction.
Levers Nos 28, 67 and 103 were sleeved nonnal whilst levers
Nos 112, 119, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 130, 140, 143 and 144
were provided.
BURNLEY & CAULFIELD UNDERGROUND LOOPS .• The approach operation
to signal Nos 388, 389, 392 and 393 in the Burnley Underground
Loop tunnel and the approach operation to signal Nos 788, 789,
792 .and 793 :im the Caulfield Underground Loop tunnel was
removed.
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THE GOULBURN RIVER AND ITS EFFECT ON SAFE','/ORKING
by Jack McLean.
When the North Eastern line was being built in 1872, the obstacle of
the Goulburn River delayed the line reaching Seymour for four months. The
terminus on the south side of the river was called Schoolhouse Lane and
little information has survived to tell us what it was like. Trains were
running between Melbourne and Seymour itself on 26/8/1872. It was then single
line between Newmarket and Seymour, and the station to the south side of the
river was Broadford, Tallarook opening on 18/11/1872.
Staff and ticket had been in use in England since 1855 and it would
be interesting to know who brought the idea out here, but it was first used
in Victoria on the North Eastern line from 17/12/1873. The single line staff
and ticket sections affecting Seymour were - Broadford to Seymour and Seymour
to Longwood. Tallarook became a staff and ticket station on 1/4/1876 and
Avenel was opened as such on 1/12/1874 which must have eased somewhat the
delays on the single line sections for the running time for a passenger train
between Broadford and Seymour, even as late as 1887, was about 30 minutes.
In September 1878, morse telegraph was used to space out following
trains instead of the time interval system used before that, and it is known
that in 1880, the telegraph sections were Tallarook to Seymour and Seymour to
Mangalore, the latter having been opened as a staff station with the opening
of the Shepparton line. In the 1880's, the duplication of the line to Seymour
was proceeding (Donnybrook to Beveridge was the first section on 15/10/1883),
the section Broadford to Tallarook was opened on December 12, 1883, and must
have made a remarkable difference to the elasticity of the single line crossings. 111eanwhile, the branch line from Tallarook to Yea opened on 16/11/1883.
On July 12th, 1886, the duplication was completed from Melbourne to
Tallarook, and Winter's Block was in use on all of the double line sections.
Winte~•s Block was also in use on the staff & ticket section from Tallarook
to Seymour.

LOCATION DIAGRAM
Fig. 1.
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When th·e double line was extended north from Tallarook to "Lagoon
Bridge" on October 18, 1886, it does not appear to have been of much use:,
as the staff & ticket was apparently still worked from Tallarook and it also
seems that the block section was still Tallarook to Seymour. This is not a
c·omplete surprise as there were severfl.]. of these sort o-f "ends of double
line" where the staff was overcarried, among them being Lara-North Geelong
wh'ere the staff was taken on to Geelong, and McArthur Street Junction (Ballarat) where both the Scarsdale Junction and Creswick staffs were delivered
and received at Ballarat./What good this served is not quite clear. The WTT
o.f 1886 shows this to be the case and although it states that "the double
line between Tallarook and Lagoon Bridge is in use" the staff & ticket symbol
is not shown against Lagoon Bridge; and the timetable treats the whole section
as i£ it were all single line with the down trains waiting at Tallarook for
the up trains to come south.
However~ the WTT of 8/6/1887, shows the name Goulburn Bridge at
59.25 miles with the staff & ticket symbol (t) against it and the letter 11 H11
appears in the timings to indicate that trains 11 meet on the double line
between Tallarook and Goulburn Bridge".

.,
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The block section remained Tallarook to Seymour (or should I say that the
WTT said that it didt); Goulburn Bridge was included in the list of block
stations in the 'iiTT of December 19, 1887.
The interlocking register shows that the interlocking frame was
installed there on 17/10/1886, the day of the double line, having seven working levers in a nine lever frame. One wonders how the signalman there filled
in his time.between this date and, say 19/12/1887, as apparently he had only
to work the points and signals, and had no staff or tickets, or block to
worry about. A drawing dated 14/7/1886 has survived which showa the signals
and position o~ the box (Fig 2).
8
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Fig. 2.
Schoolhouse·Lane siding appears again, one of the first references
being the 1890 WTT. It trailed into the up main line on the upside of the
actual junction and it had a two lever frame, installed on 1/9/1896, working
the points and controlling the up starter. The name was changed to Dysart
in December 1904.
Around 1892, .on a date which seems to have been lost in the mists of
time, Victoria's first installation of Electric Tablet occured and the section was Gou1burn. Bridge to Seymour. This was the only example of No 1 Tyer•s
Tablet being used in Victoria and it didn't last very long, being replaced
by Tyer•s No 5 Tablet on 18/7/1899. On 24/~/1901, the 1715 down Sydney Express, due through Goulburn Bridge at 1851, lost the tablet No 7 and as far
as I can ascertain, it was never found.
In 1902, the junction was moved - 50 yards in the up direction although the reason is not clear, perhaps something to do with flood avoidance.
The tablet was replaced by Miniature Electric Staff in 1913 as announced in
deekly Notice No 7 and the instruments were larger than the present type, as
they held between them 100 staffs. ( Some of these ''large" miniature electric
staff instruments may be seen at certain New South Wales staff stations e.g.
Borenore - Ed.) Weekly Notic·e 14 of 1914 shows that a new pattern o.f staff
~arrier was tried out on the section to Seymour, apparently the present type
of cane carriers (recently modified by the use of plastic tubing - Ed), the
previous carriers were a pattern like the ones used in South Australia, held
o,nto the hoop by sliding rings.
Goulbuni Bridge had for some time been known alternatively as Seymour
"A" Box ( the signal boxes at the south and north end of Seymour yard at that
t.ime being known as Seymour "B" and "C" respectively) and was still shown as
such in the 1910 Working Timetable but by 1916 had become Goulburn Junction
( "A" Box). The signalbox was abolished on 16/8/1925 when the entire section
between Tallarook and Seymour was converted to three position automatic signalling (using upper quadrant semaphores until the re-signalling during the
early 1960 1 s for the standard gauge project) with the junction points remotely
controlled from Seymour "B" Box ( renamed "A" Box) and the working was covered
by instructions issued in circular C 12/25. At the same time, the junction
was relaid with high s~eed points enabling down .trains to pass at 50 mph
and Ul) trains at 40 mph. The signals between Tallarook and Seymour at this
time are shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3.
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In 1926; the circular C 14/26 was issued cancelling the previous one
this one also having details of the new installation at ~aldon Junction which
commenced on 28/11/1926.
The Seymour Sand and Gravel Company's siding, added 24/10/1927, led
off the single line near Seymour station with points facing up trains. It
was annett locked and the removal of the annett key from the lock in Seymour
"A 11 Box, held all the appro-priate signals at stop.
When World War Two, commenced, the military activity in the Seymour
area increased and with it the need for additional siding accommodation.
Possibly with a view to the sabotage of the bridge over the Goulburn River,
the new sidings were located were located at Dysart on the south side of the
river and opened in 1940. They consisted of three loo-p sidings, a dead end
siding and a van road. The sidings were connected by a long lead to the
single line some distance on the down side of the junction and were locked
by an electric switch lock similar to those on the Geelong line today. This
was probably only intended to be a temporary arrangement but lasted for two
years. On May 17th, 1942, an additional river bridge was opened enabling the
double line to. be extended almost into Seymour yard, the remaining few metres
being the only pfece of single line between Melbourne and Sydney, after
counting alternative routes. Dysart was provided with a new signal-box with
·ten levers and the remote control of the junction removed. The signal-box,
the box still in use today, was only opened as required for military traffic
and the home signals in both directions were provided with illuminated letter
"A 11 lights, and worked automatically when the box was switched out. The signalling arrangements at this time are shown in Figure 4. It was soon after
this, on 6/7/1943, that the "Wood Siding" was abolished.
DY5Ae.T SIGNAL Box.
U9(E3089).
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Fig. 4.
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As part of the standard gauge project, the double line was extended
further into Seymour yard on 28/5/1961, the former end of double line·being
abolished. These po.ints were then turned around to face down trains instead
of up trains and on 26/11/1961 were restored to service as the end of double
line but this time from Seymour station. At the same time, the u9 line to
Dysart was taken out o·f service and a new "Goulburn Junction" laid in at
Dysart. This left the 1942 river bridge available for the new standard gauge
line. The Seymour end of the single line is worked from Seymour "A" Box as
part of Seymour yard but the Dysart end was connected up to Dysart Box. However, to save a expense of having Dysart switch in all the time, the end of
double line points and certain signals are worked from Seymour "A" Box when
Dysart is switched out. The single line therefore is not regarded as part of
Seymour yard and so when the signals fail on this section, a pilotman must
be appo.inted to conduct traffic, caution orders are not permitted to be
issued to. trains to pass the home signals governing the entry to the single
line at either end. Th·e current arrangements are shown in Figure 5.
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WINTER'S BLOCK TELEGRAPH
by Graeme Reynolds and Don Martin.
The first record of the Winter's block instrument that a search has
found is the British patent application lodged in June 1880 by G.K.Winter
through James Craik. Winter was then Telegraph Engineer for the ~:Tadras
Railway Company, and Craik the Assistant Traffic Manager of the same company.
Winter submitted that he had invented a. form of electrical control of the
Starting Semaphore which could be worked in conjunction with the indications
on block telegraph instruments. In describing the operation of his invention
he· also presented details of his own block instrument. This approach apparently represented a ploy whereby an individual could indirectly lay claim
to a new block instrument in addition to patenting any innovative component
of it.
The instrument he described was identical to the original instruments
introduced by the Victorian Railways in 1883. They differed from those still
in use in 1981, by having a front plunger instead of key tapper for the bell
and a side switch handle instead of the small lever on the front of the unit.
Tliey also did, not possess the "black button" now to be found on the Victorian
instruments. Plain needles and bells were provided, but counterbalanced
miniature semaphores for indicators and sounders were options.
' The actual "invention" c·laimed by Winter was such that the starting
signal was associated with an electrical lock which was only released on
receipt of the "line clear" signal from the other end of the section, provided also that the "Train Going" indicator was showing clear and, in the
case of single lines, the switch was "off" (i.e. a train had not already
been ac.c. epted from the other end .of the section). The electrical locking
c.ould be applied either at the signal or on the interlocking frame.
The block instrument itself, as described in the patent application,
was specixically designed so that both signalman had to co-operate to alter
any indicati:m. This was accomplished by placing control of the direction
of the local current through the indicator coils under one signalman {working the switch) and the apparatus to c·omplete the circuit under control of
the other (working the plunger). An additional advantage of this arrangement
as claimed by Winter, was the avo·idance of false indications being transmitted through the presenc.e of stray currents on the line such as caused by
lightning or contact with adjacent wires. The provisional specifications
lodged some months prior to the patent contained the claim that the " Train
on Line 11 indication could be displayed without the co-operation of the
o~her signalman. This .assertion is not repeated in the actual specificatio~s
for the patent nor does it appear in any Rules.
Despite the fact that the instrument was subsequently advertised in
British manufacturers' catalogues,. Winter• s block seems to have been used
only in India, New Zealand and parts of Australia. As early.as July 1881,
when the patent was less than one year old, K.L.Murray, Telegraph Engineer
for the Victorian Railways, commented favourably on his testing of the
instruments of "Messrs. Craik and Winter",
11
• • • which are extensively used in India
and which have recently been tested in
New Zeal and"
V.R. Annual Report 1880.
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51DE. ·E.LEVATION

BLOCK INSTRUMENT Wl'l'H SWITCH HANDLE AT •
THE SIDE.
· .

A description of these lnstrument1 appear■ in the "Boo\ of Ru!~ and
Rtgulatlons. Sec Appendix iv. In that Book for Double Line Block
Telqraph Worlclns, and Appendix YI. for Slasle Line Block Tele,rraph
Workin11._
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By 1889, . the ifow Zealand Railways had placed ·.-;inter• s block on six
areas of its track. At Cross Creek the system included the control of the
starting signal through the block instrument for single line working.
On October 15th, 1883, the Victorian Railways opened nine sections
of 'dinter• s block from Flinders Street to Balaclava. They were probably
selected because of the volume of ueak hour traffic. The rules that were
prescribed for its operation provide a useful comparison for the development
of the instruments. Between 1892 and 1896, a front lever single line instrUlllent was installed at Deer Park and Gavan Duffy noted it as being unique
amongst other single line equipment. The tap~ed Bell key on a front lever
instrument is depicted in the 1913 General Appendix, but the Rules and
Regulations of 1907 mention this type of key. The plunger style with side
lever action was still shown in the 1953 General Appendix.
The "black button was first
described as an addition to the
instrument in a Patent application
lodged by Sydney Pitt in 1885.
Regardless of Winter's earlier
assertions Pitt claimed once again
to have eliminated the risk of
· _stray currents activating the line
circuit and completing the local
batt.ery c.ircuit with a consequent
effect on the indicators. In Pitt•s
modification the local current was
normally out of circuit and was only
brought on line when the additional
button was pressed "prior to and
while giving the acknowledgement"
signal to the other signalman.
By 1907 Pi t.t' s addition was
on the V.R. instruments. Its use in
fact became a moot point in 1910
after the Richmond accident. Mathison, a Block and Signal Inspector,
claimed that t.he "black button" as
the V.R. now termed it, ensured the
complete understanding between the
two signalmen. He also argued that
the instrument was less ouen to
interpretation than a three position
instrument despite the two position
indication and less easy to falsify
since the bell key passed through
BLOCK INSTRUMENT WITH SWITCH HAJl;DLE JN
the commutator. This prevented the
THE FRONT.
needles being moved without strikin«
the bells. Pitt had imuroved the
design to prevent accidents from
ligh-tning strikes but Mathison was
prepared to claim the modification
was to reduce human error.
Winter's Block remains on some double track in Victoria but it has
also been used on some single lines. Only four sections remained in 1913.
The last was replaced by Electric Staff in 1953. It is apparent that the
locking of the Starter through the Block was not practised in Victoria, but
there has been some use of track circuit and patent reversing equipment on
the double line. Another variation employed was the superimposition of
Block on Train Staff and Ticket, although in the event of the latter becoming
disarranged the Block was to be used with Pilotman working. Under instructions in force prior to 1883, block working was to be maintained by the
conventional telegraph instruments if Train Staff was disarranged.
The use of 'Ninter•s Block on the South Australian Railways might date
from 1882 but C.G.Pilkington in 1910 suggested that decisions concerning its
introduction were taken after 1886 and upon the withdrawal of the Spagnoletti
instruments. On single line it seems to have been a tokenless system as had
been working in India, but the locking of the starting semaphore was not
provided. Pitt•s improvement was in use by 1897, but later a second button
was added. This addition is included in the description of the instl"Ument
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to be found in a wiring diagram dated 1932 but further information on the
date of~its ~doption would be appreciated. The additional button works in
conjunction with a lock on the switch handle of the instrument at the other
end of the section and its operation requires !:l.n even greater degree of cooperation between the two signalmen than is found with the VR instruments.
In the Western Australian Government Railways Working. Timetable of
1934, Winter's Block is shown to be operating on two double lines - to Armadale and Spencer's Brook. The Rules 1962 depict an instrument which incorporated the Pitt modific~tion and a front .switch operated by a radial action.
Like in South Australia, the plunger is retain.ed. Whilst the South Australian
practice differed markedly from the mode of operation in the two neighbouring
states, the Western Australian practice understood "on line" to be only displayed after the train had entered the section. In Victoria the same indication is displayed once Line Clear has been received.
Winter's patent may not have inspired much in England, but in colonial
railway practice, it has been adopted and modified to suit the local circumst~nces.
--o0o-Society News (continued}
At a recent meeting of the Society, I overheard a comment regarding
the section on Signalling Alterations, to the effect that diagrams would make
some of the alterations easier to understand especially for those readers
who do not live in Melbourne. I couldn't agree more and now that we have the
facilities to reproduce diagrams for publi~ation, I would love to see them
included, however, this is virtually impossible at the moment for two reasons
-: 1. I generally don't see any official diagrams or even the actual location
itself for about six to eight months, and 2. I already don't have enough time
to. produce all the material for Somersault I would like to. With these two
factors in mind this seems like an excellent chan~e for an aspiring Somersault
author to havs his own series in the magazine leaving me more time to spend
on other duties of the Editor and Archivist.
--o0o-List of Signal Boxes with original frames nearing their centenary.
This list. was inspired when I was looking at the interlocking
register for Mangalore and'realised that there was only nine years to go
and the 54 lever rocker frame will be 100 years old or at least in theory
for no doubt there have been many renewals over the years with the frame
bec.oming e. bit like the old family axe - five new handles and' two, new head.s.
Anyway, for what its worth, the following list takes in the years up to
1889. and the frames in some cases have been extended but as far as the register .is concerned in these cases at least some of the frame is original •
Remarks
Levers
Date
. Location
2 more levers added 2/11/88
59
31/10/1885
1.
Flenington Racecourse
4 more levers added. 4/2/27
30
22/3/1886
2.
Ballarat 11 c 11
30
2/12/1886
Bendigo 11 D 11
3.
42 extra levers 24/6/1894
120
14/8/1887
Spencer Street No 1.
4.
and 30 more in 1913
4 add. levers on 6/12/34
20
25/8/1887
Warrenheip
5.
6.
35
13./¾}1888
Beaufort
14
8/5.1888
Stratford Junction
1.
5 add. levers on 23/3/1960
.25
26 5/1889
8.
Castlemaine "B"
1. more lever add on 15/8/40
20
20/6/1889
Diapur
9.
54
25/8/1889
10.
Mangalore
--o0o--

